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Wild Strawberries
by Giulia Barbano and Luca Ricci

Wild Strawberries is a role-playing game for two to five players, freely 
inspired by the Bergman movie by the same title. The game aims 

at recreating the story of a man detached from society and his voyage to 
rediscover himself, his relationships and his life.

One of the players will be the Traveller, controlling this lonely, 
miserable person; the other players will move the world around him, trying 
to make the protagonist understand why he became who he is today. In this 
game, when we talk about the Traveller, we mean the player that controls 
the protagonist of the story. On the other hand, when we talk about all 
the people that are not the Traveller, we call them The PeoPle. The players 
are all the people who take part in the game (the People and the Traveller).

Getting started
To play you’ll need around 10 small, writable pieces of paper (e.g. index 

cards) and about 10 tokens of any kind.

Before starting the game, all players should decide who takes the 
role of the Traveller. The rest of the players, the People, will decide the 
protagonist’s Problem, coming up with a single sentence that describes how 
he keeps people away from him.

examPle: Luca, Alessandro, and Giulia decide to play “Wild 
Strawberries”. They gather some index cards, tokens and pencils. 
Together they decide that Alessandro will be the Traveller and that 
Luca and Giulia will be the People. Luca and Giulia, the People, 
decide that the protagonist’s problem is that he’s cynical and selfish.

In “Wild Strawberries”, the story always begins with the Protagonist 
traveling. It’s up to everyone at the table to decide why.

examPle: Giulia, Luca and Alessandro talk it over and decide how 
the story will begin. The Protagonist is Isak Borg, a University 
professor famous for his bacteriological research. He is traveling 
to Luln University to accept an honorary degree.

Keep details to a minimum at this point.
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Scenes
Once you know how the story will begin, you can start to play. The 

game is structured into two types of scene - realiTy scenes and Dream 
scenes (R and D). Reality scenes occur during the protagonist’s trip, where 
he will encounter people, situations and things that will remind him of his 
past and his problems. Dream scenes are the protagonist’s actual dreams, 
in which he will live through his memories again, confront his problem, 
and test his convictions.

During scenes, the Protagonist player always portrays the protagonist 
and no one else. The other players will fill in the world, playing everyone 
else. All players who are participating in a scene roleplay and describe what 
their character sees or feels. Not everyone needs to play a role in every 
scene, and the Protagonist isn’t required to be in every scene.

examPle: In a scene set in the professor’s house, we find the professor, 
his housekeeper, and his daughter-in-law. Although all the players 
can describe details of the house and Luca and Giulia can decide 
how to play the houskeeper and the daughter-in-law, Alessandro 
must play the professor until the end of the game (unless he’s not 
in the scene).

Every scene has a PurPose that must be carried out when it’s played. 
The Purpose is a characterization that the players must give to the scene, 
and acts as a plot seed. 

To play out the story of the protagonist, the players will have to call a 
series of scenes: the first two are predefined and the ending will be triggered 
by the number of tokens in game, but the over-arching plot of the events 
is chosen by the players, through the Purposes of the intermediate scenes. 

First scene
The Traveller Frames the first scene, the ominous Dream [D]: this means 

that they will decide which characters are in the scene, where and when it 
takes place, and what the characters are doing in the first five seconds after 
the scene begins. This framing creates the starting point and structure that 
the players need to play the scene.

examPle: Alessandro frames the scene, saying that professor Isak, 
his daugher-in-law Marianne and three young men are sitting at 
the table of an inn that overlooks a lake. They just finished their 
lunch and are making small talk.
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During the scene, every player can add details to it. These details are 
called elemenTs, and can be freely added by the players to the story. The 
People have only one limit: they cannot add and Element that is connected 
in any way to the action or the thoughts of the protagonist — it might be, 
at most, connected to his perception of the outer world (real or imagined). 
In other words, the People cannot describe actions of the protagonist, nor 
put thoughts in his head; only the Traveller can express his character’s 
feelings and describe his actions.

examPle: Alessandro describes the professor, wandering around 
the empty, lifeless city. Giulia chimes in, saying that he meets a 
man, his back turned; when the man turns around, we see that he’s 
a doll. Luca wants to add that the professor reaches for his pocket 
watch without hands, but Alessandro reminds him that he can’t 
make the protagonist act to insert an Element. Luca rephrases his 
contribution and says that from afar, a bell tower strikes the time 
- on a clock without hands.

What is an Element? It’s any object, person or place described by 
one of the players that is important in the story. It’s something that’s 
worth describing, something on which the camera would linger, but most 
importantly, something that players want to see in a subsequent scene and 
that can be somehow connected to the protagonist. Anything that isn’t an 
Element is merely descriptive color and has no mechanical effect, although 
it is definitely encouraged, to add to the feel of the scene.

examPle: for our players, the house Isak grew up in, of which he 
has fond memories, is an Element; the forest on the edge of the 
road, which he barely noticed with the tail of his eye during the 
car trip is just Color.

Claiming Elements
During the scene, each player can claim one and only one Element from 

the scene. To do so, they must say “i claim The <elemenT>”, take an index 
card, write the description of the Element and the kind of scene it was 
claimed in (R or D), and put it in front of them.  A player can never have 
a number of Elements over 7 minus the number of players (in a 3-player 
game, for example, nobody can have more than 4 Elements). 

examPle: Giulia claims an Element during the Ominous dream: “I 
claim the Clock without hands”. She takes a card, writes “Clock 
without hands (D)” on it and puts it in front of her.
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Call Lies
Additionally, during a scene the People can call a Lie: this happens 

when one of the People thinks that the protagonist has lied to himself, and 
declares it with the ritual phrase “you know This is noT True”. Every one of 
the People now offers the Traveller a revised version of his statement, and 
the Traveller can choose one. If they choose a revision, they immediately 
take a Truth token and put it in front of them. The accepted revision must 
then be added to the scene by the one of the People that proposed it, maybe 
pronounced by one of the other characters, or maybe as an admission of 
the protagonist himself.

If the Traveller doesn’t want to accept any of the proposed versions, the 
People immediately gain a Lie token, and the scene continues undisturbed. 
The protagonist, though, has lied to himself, and this will complicate his 
travel towards change.

Only one Lie can be called per scene; we actually suggest to call always 
one per scene, but try not to waste it on futilities — wait for the right time.

examPle: During the first part of the trip, Marianne asks Isak if he 
remembers what he said when she arrived to his house. The professor 
answers with a gentle remark, but Giulia calls a Lie, suggesting her 
version. Luca then offers his alternative, and Alessandro eventually 
accepts Giulia’s version: he takes a Truth token, and lets Marianne 
say how, actually, the professor had been quite rude, and declared 
he wouldn’t want to meddle in their relationship issues.

Close the scene
When all players think that the scene has run out of potential, that 

everything important has been said or described, it’s time for a close. The 
scenes are closed like in movie editing; the game continues immediately 
with the selection of a new scene.

Choose the next scene

The second scene, DeParTure [r], is framed by the player with the least 
number of Elements. In case of a tie, the Traveller decides who will 

frame the scene (themselves included). 
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After the first and second scene have been played, the player with the 
least number of Elements can choose the next Reality or Dream scene from 
the lisT oF scenes. To choose a scene, the player must first check if they can 
meet the Terms of the scene they want, as specified in the List of scenes. 

The terms are always related to the Truth and Lie tokens on the table. 
Every scene has one or more terms, which identify how often the scene 
can be chosen and played. If the scene’s terms are met and it’s chosen for 
play, you must immediately strike the met terms’ number. Then, if you 
want to play that kind of scene, you must check the second set of terms 
and meet them. When all terms have been stroked out, that kind of scene 
cannot be played anymore.

As a rule of thumb, we suggest to choose no more than two Reality 
or Dream scenes in a row. In the unfortunate event that there is no scene 
whose terms can be met, give a Truth token and a Lie token to the People 
and the Traveller respectively, then check the terms again.

examPle: The first set of terms for new Travel maTes is Always, 
which means it can be played at any time. In that case, strike the 
terms and play the scene. If someone wants to play New travel 
mates again, they will have to check the second set of terms, i.e. 1 
Truth: this means that if there is at least 1 Truth token on the table, 
the scene can be chosen. If the i never wanTeD This scene has been 
played once, to play it again there must be at least 4 Truth or 2 Lie 
tokens on the table.

Freeing Elements
The game continues along this path until the sum of the Truth and Lie 

tokens reaches 4. From now on, the claimed Elements can be FreeD. To do 
so, any player can choose an Element they do not own, and introduce it in 
a scene that takes place after the one it was claimed. When they do this, 
they take the Element from the player and put it in the middle of the table. 

examPle: professor Isak visits his elderly mother; Luca decides to 
reintroduce the Element “Clock without hands (D)”. The mother 
draws from a trunk several objects from his childhood, showing 
him his father’s old pocket watch, now without hands; Luca takes 
the card from Giulia, and puts it at the center of the table.

If possible, free the Element in a scene different in kind from the one it 
was claimed in (e.g. Dream if it had been claimed in Reality and vice versa).
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When this is done, the Element can now be faced by the protagonist as 
a changing element during the scene. If, by the end of a scene, the Traveller 
believes that his character has faced his problem with the help of a free 
Element on the table, and they have at least one Truth token, they can put 
the Truth token on the card, and explain how it helped the protagonist 
understand himself. If you wish, add a brief note to the card. An Element 
with a Truth token is now blocked and cannot be used anymore — it can 
still be added to the story if you wish to, but it won’t have any benefit.

examPle: Alessandro, at the end of the scene, tells the other players 
that seeing the watch without hands has reminded the professor 
that his time is running out, and that he should reconnect with his 
loved ones before his time comes. He has a Truth token, which he 
immediately places on the card.

Ending the game
When the number of Lie tokens reaches 4, or the number of Truth 

tokens reaches 8 (4 of which have been placed on Elements), the endgame 
begins. The next scene that must be played is Travel’s enD. After Travel’s 
end, the players count for one last time the number of Lie tokens. If the 
Lie tokens are less than 4, they play The enD: The mask Falls; if the Lie 
tokens are 4 or more, they play The enD: Die alone. 

In this final scene, the Traveller, after all that happened, decides if his 
character can find a new self and solve his Problem. The game is over when 
The end scene closes. 

Design notes

This game was designed for the 5x2 contest run on GenteCheGioca 
(http://www.gentechegioca.it/) in July 2010. The challenge was to design 

a game that would fit on two pages and inspired by a list of words: war, 
melancholy, FruiT, Flashback, and hoPe.

From those words resulted our humble homage to Ingmar Bergman, 
with a respectful nod to Nathan D. Paoletta’s Annalise and Paul Tevis’ A 
Penny for My Thoughts, from which we’ve taken a handful.

A year from the design, we felt it was time to translate it, give it a more 
readable layout and put it out. Jason Morningstar was kind enough to beat 
the crap out of our text and make it readable. 

We hope you enjoy our game.

Giulia&Luca

http://www.gentechegioca.it/
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List of scenes

1sT scene: ominous Dream [Dream]

Purpose: an ominous dream, foreshadowing death or disaster, which 
indicates how the time of the protagonist is running out, and his 
loneliness.
Terms: mandatory (1st)
Note: the Traveller frames this scene

2nD scene: DeParTure [realiTy]

Purpose: the protagonist leaves with slow means, such as a car, or 
a train.
Terms: mandatory (1st)

new Travel maTes [realiTy]

Purpose: people will join the travel.
Terms: Always (1st); 1 Truth (2nd); 3 Truths or 1 Lie (3rd)

chilDhooD memories [realiTy]

Purpose: the protagonist will find something that reminds him of 
his childhood.
Terms: Always (1st); 2 Truths (2nd); 4 Truths (3rd)

There’s someThing i have To Tell you [realiTy]

Purpose: someone has to say or confess something to the protagonist.
Terms: 1 Truth (1st); 3 Truths or 2 Lies (2nd); 5 Truths or 3 Lies (3rd)

i haDn’T seen you in years [realiTy]

Purpose: by will or chance, the protagonist meets a person from 
his past.
Terms: 1 Truth (1st); 3 Truths (2nd); 4 Truths (3rd)

an unexPecTeD evenT [realiTy]

Purpose: something unpredictable happens during the trip.
Terms: Always (1st); 3 Truths or 1 Lie (2nd); 6 Truths or 2 Lies (3rd)

(cont.)
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iT was a long Time ago [Dream]

Purpose: a childhood memory, lived through again.
Terms: Always (1st); 2 Truth (2nd); 5 Truths or 1 Lie (3rd)

Dream or nighTmare? [Dream]

Purpose: a surreal dream, that can turn into a nightmare.
Terms: Always (1st); 1 Truth or 1 Lie (2nd); 3 Truths or 2 Lies (3rd)

a liFeTime’s work [Dream]

Purpose: the protagonist’s personal achievements seem vain when 
compared to his current condition.
Terms: 2 Truths (1st); 4 Truths (2nd); 6 Truths or 3 Lies (3rd)

i never wanTeD This [Dream]

Purpose: a painful memory, something to be ashamed of, no matter 
when it happened.
Terms; 1 Lie (1st); 4 Truths or 2 Lies (2nd); 6 Truths or 3 Lies (3rd)

Travel’s enD [realiTy]

Purpose: the travel ends.
Terms: 8 Truths, of which 4 have been placed, or 4 Lies (1st)

The enD - The mask Falls [Dream]

Purpose: the protagonist finds solace.
Terms: less than 4 Lies
Note: must choose between this scene and the one below after 
“Travel’s end”

The enD - Die alone [Dream]

Purpose: there’s no more time to repent or change... or is there?
Terms: 4 Lies
Note: must choose between this scene and the one above after 
“Travel’s end”

This text uses the Day Roman typeface. 
The game is published under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 
3.0 Unported License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/)
A ScreamingCats game, July 2010

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/

